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Abstract— Human activity monitoring (HAM) in the home
environment has become increasingly important due to its broad
applications including elder care, and well-being management.
Recently, some state-of-the-art WiFi-based HAM systems have
been proposed due to its properties of non-intrusive and privacy-
friendly. However, their key drawback lies in ignoring the crucial
impact of human position on HAM. To solve this problem, we
present a two-layer WiFi-based HAM system (WiLay), which
combines human activity recognition (HAR) with indoor human
location (IHL) to provide more integrated information for HAM.
Specifically, in the first layer, WiLay adopts the high-frequency
energy (HFE) feature of WiFi signals to detect human moving.
Then, in the second layer, different processing methods are
employed for processing different types of motions accordingly.
When the subject activities are static (SAs, the activity without
position change), e.g., standing and sitting, WiLay locates the
subject before recognizing the specific motion. On the contrary,
when the activities are the moving activities (MAs), to reduce
the loss of motion information, WiLay employs a comprehensive
classifier generated by all different subcarrier classifiers voting,
to recognize these MAs accurately. Extensive experimental results
show that WiLay has high accuracy with a 99.9% SA/MA
detection accuracy rate in the first layer, and a 99.7% location
accuracy rate with 98.1% recognition performance for SAs and
90.2% recognition performance for MAs in the second layer.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a fundamental technology in the field of human activity
monitoring (HAM), human activity recognition (HAR) is a
well-researched topic and has achieved significant progress in
recent years, e.g., smart homes, smart cities, security monitor,
and virtual reality games [1]. Various techniques ranging from
vision-based to sensor-based solutions have been proposed
and well studied [2]–[7]. Vision-based approaches usually
equipped with high-resolution video cameras to record the
human movement. Accordingly, these records are classified into
distinct motions by using deep learning. However, the installed
high-resolution cameras for these methods are expensive to
implement. Besides, the privacy intrusion and inherent require-
ment for light conditions limit the large-scale application of
this method [8]. Sensor-based HAR systems usually extract
sensor information, e.g., acceleration information, and gyro
information, to catch the human body movements [5]–[7].
However, it requires subjects to carry wearable sensors all the
time, which is usually uncomfortable for people, especially for
elders and children.

In recent years, with the rapid deployment of wireless
networks, several device-free approaches, e.g., dedicated ra-
dio frequency (DRF)-based methods and WiFi-based methods
have inspired more and more applications [9]. Their crucial
superiorities over camera-based and sensor-based approaches
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Fig. 1 Signal propagation model with people moving.

are that they preserve user privacy, do not require lighting,
and do not require subjects to carry any wearable sensors.
DRF-based HAM systems employ the specialized hardware
to measure the Doppler shift in signals reflected by human
bodies to classify distinct motions. However, specialized DRF
equipment is irreplaceable, and the equipment is extremely
expensive.

Compared with DRF-based HAM methods, WiFi-based
methods basically utilize commodity WiFi devices without
using other dedicated equipment to collect two different kinds
of signals, i.e., Received Signal Strength Indication (RSSI) and
Channel State Information (CSI) [10]. In particular, RSSI as
the average measured power of received signals extracted from
the MAC layer is a coarse-grained channel measurement. This
is because RSSI falls entirely in the amplitude domain, while
the phase domain is totally neglected. Compared with RSSI,
CSI is a fine-grained measurement derived from the physical
layer of WiFi devices and its features are descriptions of motion
from different perspectives, i.e., the amplitude domain and the
phase domain. Therefore, more information can be obtained
from CSI.

Significant progress of WiFi CSI has been made in ap-
plications in indoor human location (IHL) [11], [12], motion
detection [13], [14], and HAR [15]–[18]. Spotif [11] employed
a special AoA estimation and direct path filtering approach
to provides accurate indoor location services by using off-
the-shelf WiFi. QGesture [18] designed a gesture recognition
system that extracted CSI values provided by commodity WiFi
devices to measure the movement distance and direction of
human hands. However, these methods usually separated IHL
and HAR, and only completed one of the tasks, which can not
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Fig. 2 CSI amplitude series for different activities.

provide a satisfactory HAM service. This is because the specific
people’s status cannot be correctly judged by only recognizing
some static activities (the activity without position change, SAs)
without position information. For example, the same fall down
motion means different in the kitchen and bed.

Therefore, to provide a better HAM service, in this paper,
we propose WiLay, a two-layer non-intrusive HAM system that
reasonably combines HAR and IHL to provide more integrated
motion information. Since the positions of SAs are located at
first, Wilay can more accurately determine the user’s status in
the HAR process. Besides, WiLay leverages cheap and widely
deployed WiFi devices, and do not require subjects to carry any
sensors. The main contributions of this work are as follows:

1) To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to design
a two-layer HAM system to distinguish the motions
with or without location information to realize both
IHL and HAR. WiLay comprehensively combines
moving detection, IHL and HAR functions using WiFi
to provide more integrated information for HAM.

2) Since the recognition difficulty level of moving ac-
tivities (MAs) and SAs are distinct, different signal
processing schemes are designed in WiLay for dif-
ferent types of activities (MAs and SAs) to tradeoff
the computational complexity of CSI and recognition
performance.

3) We prototype WiLay on off-the-shelf WiFi devices
and validate its performance in various indoor envi-
ronments. Extensive experiment results demonstrate
that WiLay can distinguish the SAs and MAs reliably,
and consistently make a commendable performance
compared with other methods, with 99.7% IHL preci-
sion rate and 93.7% HAR precision rate on average.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
introduces the proposed non-invasive IHL and HAM system
WiLay in detail. Then, the experiments and extensive evaluation
of WiLay are described in Section III. Finally, Section IV
concludes the overall work.

II. THE WILAY SYSTEM

A. Channel State Information

According to the IEEE 802.11n standard [19], the network
interface controllers (NICs) can monitor the wireless channel
continuously using CSI which describes channel response and
can be extracted at the receiver. Moreover, both the amplitude
and the phase information of each subcarrier are depicted in
CSI. Due to the fact that WiFi basically employs Orthogo-
nal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) technology, the
channel between each antenna consists of multiple subcarriers.
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Fig. 3 The CSI amplitude series of different subcarriers for
running motion.

Let Xi and Yi donate the transmitted and the received signal
vectors of the ith transmitter-receiver pair, respectively. There-
fore, the two signal vectors can be modeled as [20]:

Yi = HiXi + n (1)

where Hi is the channel matrix of the ith transmitter-receiver
pair and n is the additive noise vector. H in the above formula
can be estimated at the receiver when a known sequence of Xi

is transmitted. Besides, the estimated Hi for N subcarriers can
be expressed as:

H = [h1,h2, ...,hi, ...,hN ]
T (2)

Here, the frequency response of kth subcarrier can be repre-
sented:

hk = |hk| ej sin θk , (3)

where |hk| and θk are the amplitude and the phase of subcarrier
k, respectively. Using an Intel 5300 NIC with 3 antennas and
the router with two antennas, WiLay can receive 6 CSI streams
simultaneously. Besides, the CSIs in Wilay are extracted by
CSITOOL [21], which collects 30 subcarrier data in one stream.
Therefore, 180 (3× 2× 30) groups of CSI values are extracted
from each packet, and the value of H can be expressed as:

Hi,j =

⎡
⎢⎢⎣

h1,1 h1,2 h1,3 . . . h1,30

h2,1 h2,2 h2,3 . . . h2,30

...
...

...
. . .

...
h6,1 h6,2 h6,3 . . . h6,30

⎤
⎥⎥⎦ , (4)

where hi,k is the CSI value for kth subcarrier in ith stream.

B. Radio Propagation Model

The crucial principle of WiFi CSI can be used to capture
human movement and record the human location is that the
motion and the location of the subject affect the wireless
propagation paths. As shown in Fig.1, in a typical indoor
environment, due to the surroundings such as walls and human
bodies, there is one main path (Line-Of-Sight, LOS) and several
reflected paths (None-Line-Of-Sight, NLOS), which is known
as Multipath Propagation. According to the free space model,
the changes in a path length lead to the changes in the amplitude
and the phase of the WiFi CSIs on the corresponding path.
Furthermore, subjects locate in different places or perform
distinct motions cause different changes in CSIs. Therefore,
the movement and location can be determined accordingly by
suitable processing.
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Fig. 4 Flow diagram of WiLay.

Fig. 2 shows the amplitude changes for different motions.
The amplitude of CSI is a straight line with little variation
when there are no people in the room. However, the fluctuations
become significant when people are moving. Therefore, people
moving can be detected by the varying level of the CSI ampli-
tude. Fig. 3 depicts the different subcarrier amplitudes in one
stream for running motion samples, which means that the same
activity similarly affects different subcarriers. Moreover, the
closer frequencies of the subcarriers, the correlation between
these subcarriers is stronger. Thus, an effective subcarrier fusion
method is needed to reduce computational complexity and
maintain motion information.

C. System Overview

WiLay is a non-invasive HAM system, which reasonably
combines IHL and HAR to provide a more complete subject
behavior information, without adding extra hardware or wear-
able sensors. The workflow of the WiLay system is shown in
Fig.4, which contains three main parts, i.e., Data collection,
Moving detection, and IHL and HAR. In the first part, WiLay
takes the time-series of CSI amplitude from off-the-shelf WiFi
hardware as input. Then, the Moving average filter is adopted
to filter out the noise to obtain reliable CSI time series. Next,
in the second part, Discrete Wavelet Transform (DWT) method
[22] is employed to calculate the high-frequency energy (HFE)
of CSI, which is used to distinguish whether the human is
moving or not. Finally, in the third part, when human motion
is SA, WiLay compares position characteristics with the pre-
supposed configuration to accomplish IHL before classifying
the specific activity. However, when the newly detected moving
target (MAs) is verified, the subject motion will be recognized
directly. It’s worth mentioning that, different subcarrier fusion
methods are used for distinct type motions to better tradeoff
the computational complexity and the performance.

D. CSI Data Extraction and Segmentation

The CSI values are inherently noisy due to the frequent
changes in the internal CSI reference levels and the external
environment changes, e.g., temperature and humidity. Thus, the
moving average filter (the sliding window size is 20 samples)
is employed in WiLay system to reduce noises since this
filter can effectively remove noises with high speed and low

computational complexity. Then, every five second CSI time-
series are segmented into one activity sample.

E. Activity Detection

To employ different subcarrier fusion methods for distinct
types of activities to tradeoff the computational complexity and
the accuracy, the subject moving (judging the motion is SA or
MA) should be detected at first. Specifically, the HFE of CSI
is used to detect human moving. To obtain HFE, the DWT
coefficients should be calculated, which can be expressed:

C [l] =
l−1∑
t=0

d [2l − t] g [t] (5)

D [l] =
l−1∑
t=0

d [2l − t]h [t] (6)

where d [l] is the CSI amplitude series and its length is l.
C [l] and D [l] are the approximation coefficient and the detail
coefficient, and represent the low-frequency part and the high-
frequency part of d [l], respectively. Besides, g [l] and q [l] are
the low pass filter and the high pass filter(db1 wavelet basis),
respectively. Thus, the HFE can be calculated as Eq.(7):

HFE =
l∑

t=1

(D [t])2 (7)

Then, a suitable classification algorithm is used to judge the
motion types based on the observations in Fig. 2(a), when the
motion is SA, the CSI amplitudes stay a low level and cause
a small HFE due to the stable propagation paths, and when
the motion becomes MAs, the CSI amplitudes rise rapidly and
cause a big HFE since the fast-changing propagation paths.
Specifically, the HFE of 30 subcarriers in one motion sample
is used to constitute a multidimensional vector as the input
firstly. Then, the Euclidean distance is employed to calculate
the distances between this testing sample vector and the training
sample vectors. Finally, the testing sample type is determined
as the training sample type with the shortest distance.
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Fig. 5 The illustration of IHL and HAR scenes.

F. IHL and HAR

The motion detection result determines the tasks which
WiLay executes in this part. For moving subjects, WiLay only
recognizes its activities without locating. However, since the
location information is crucial for SAs, WiLay locates the
human position at first and then recognizes its specific motion.

1) HAR for MAs: As mentioned in Section II-B, human
movement leads to changing amplitudes of CSI, WiLay first
calculates the motion-related CSI amplitude features, i.e., vari-
ance, the variance of variances(VOV), information entropy, and
frequency domain maximum value to maximize the difference
between distinct motions. Specifically, the above three features
need to be explained clearly. The VOV is calculated as follows.
Firstly, we segment the CSI series of one motion sample into
m sub-groups, and then we calculate the variance of each sub-
groups to compose a new sequence. Next, the variance of the
new sequence is the VOV, which can be expressed as:

μ
(
σ2

)
= 1

m

m∑
t=1

σ2
t

V OV = 1
m

m∑
t=1

(
σ2

t − μ
(
σ2

))2 (8)

where m is the number of sub-groups (25 in our case), and
σt

2 denotes the variance of the tth sub-group. μ represents
the mean of the new sequence. Thus, the variance of the new
sequence VOV is obtained. Besides, the information entropy
means the frequency domain entropy, and the frequency domain
maximum is the maximum value of the frequency domain
sequence calculated by Fast Fourier Transformation.

After the features are extracted, WiLay first builds one
classifier for each subcarrier and then obtains the final MA
classification result by the voting of these classifier recognition
results. Specifically, each subcarrier features are classified sepa-
rately by each classifier at first. Then, according to the principle
of minority subordinating to the majority, the most classified
motion result in all subcarrier classifiers is chosen as the final
recognized motion. This is because that the rapidly changing
CSI waveforms (when the motion is MAs) contain more motion
information than the slowly changing CSI waveforms (when the
motion is SAs), and the voting approach is a more efficient way
to integrate the motion information of all subcarriers. Thus, the
MA motion information can be maintained at a maximum level.

2) IHL and HAR for SAs: The fundamental of IHL is
that human in different places leads to distinct multipath
propagation. Thus, effective CSI propagation features are useful
to classify different locations. In particular, WiLay extracts the
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Fig. 6 The location diagram of different NLOS paths.
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Fig. 7 Moving detection accuracy.

position-related CSI features, i.e., mean, maximum, minimum,
median, upper and lower quartile values at First. Next, unlike
the MA processing part, PCA [23] is employed to fuse the
features of different subcarriers to reduce the feature dimension
and to maintain the motion information. Then, the location
features are classified. After the position is determined, WiLay
combines the motion-related features of MA and the location-
related features of SA to form the total features. Finally, to
recognize the specific SA, the total features of each motion are
classified.

III. EXPERIMENT AND EVALUATION

A. Experiment Setting

We conduct the experiments in a typical office covering
about 4m × 6m area with daily used a table and chairs. To
evaluate IHL and HAR performances of WiLay, we first divide
the office into nine areas as shown in Fig.5(a) and set a road
between points A and B to collect human movements as shown
in Fig.5(b). WiLay is implemented on Thinkpad 420i laptop
with Intel 5300 NIC and operated in Ubuntu 14.04. The laptop
connects to a TP-LINK wireless router (TP-Link WDR7500)
and forms a wireless link to collect per sample CSI at a rate of
100 samples per second using CSITOOL [21]. The connected
router has two antennas and runs in the 2.4 GHz frequency
band with the 20 MHz bandwidth channel. Besides, the NIC
is equipped with three antennas. Therefore, the 2 × 3 system
produces six streams and achieves spatial diversity. We conduct
WiLay algorithms using MATLAB and Python platform in this
prototype.

Since signal refraction caused by NLOS paths affect the
signal quality of CSI, the recognition performance of the WiFi-
based HAR system is also affected. To evaluate the impact of
NLOS paths caused by walls and locations on different WiFi-
based HAR systems, as shown in Fig. 6, we change the position
of the recognition AP and the recognition laptop and repeat
the various motions on two NLOS paths (NLOS-1, NLOS-2)
accordingly.
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Fig. 8 The performance of WiLay compared with other methods.

B. Evaluation Metrics

The following metrics are used to evaluate the performance
of WiLay.

1) Moving Detection Rate (MDR): MDR is defined as the
ratio of the number of correctly detected activities Fcorrect

to the number of the whole detected activities Ftotal, which
evaluates the performance of the moving detection (SA/MA
detection accuracy) of WiLay and can be expressed as:

MDR =
Fcorrect

Ftotal
× 100% (9)

2) True Positive Rate (TPR): TPR is defined as the pro-
portion of the number of correctly classified activities in one
category Pcorrect to the number of classified activities in this
categoryPtotal, which can be represented as follows:

TPR =
Pcorrect

Ptotal
× 100% (10)

3) Recognition Accuracy Rate (RAR): RAR is defined as
the ratio of the number of all correctly classified activities
Rcorrect to the number of all classified activities Rtotal, which
can be expressed as follows:

RAR =
Rcorrect

Rtotal
× 100% (11)

C. Performance Evaluation

1) Moving Detection Accuracy: We first evaluate the fea-
sibility of moving detection in the office. Five different states
are tested in the office as shown in Fig.5(a), i.e., Empty
rooms, human sitting in position A, human standing in position
A, human walking between positions A and B, and human
running between position A and B. The first three states are
considered as SAs, whereas the last two states are judged as
MAs. We perform this experiment on five participants and each
participant repeats 54 times for each action and state. Thus, five
volunteers totally provide 5×5×54 motion samples. Then, four
classical classification algorithms, i.e., Support Vector Machine
(SVM), Random Forest (RF), Decision Tree (DT), and K-
Nearest Neighbor (kNN) are used to detect human moving. A
Python module Scikit-learn [24] as the machine learning library
is adopted to quickly implement these classifiers. Moreover,
10-fold cross-validation is employed to avoid overfitting [25].
In particular, we compare our method with the state-of-the-
art method WiFall [26], which used the average CSI of five
successive subcarriers algorithm to fuse all CSI subcarrier data.
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Fig. 9 The performance influenced by the NLOS.

The MDRs are shown in Fig.7, which indicates WiLay has
better performance than WiFall in most kinds of classifiers,
especially for kNN with the MDR reaching 100%. This clearly
shows that Wilay can effectively detect the movement began in
an indoor environment.

2) HAR Accuracy for MAs: As defined above, MAs
mean subjects have position changes during the duration of
the activity, e.g., walking and running. Here, we test WiLay
HAR performance by collecting CSI data when the subject
walking and running between positions A and B. Similarly,
five participants aggregately provide 5× 2× 54 MA samples.
Two pioneer baseline subcarrier fusion methods are tested by
the same classifier kNN to compare with the MA recognition
performance of WiLay, which are choosing the center fre-
quency subcarrier method, and using the average CSI of five
successive subcarriers method (WiFall [26]). Fig.8(a) shows
the performance of different subcarrier fusion methods for
the two MAs, which depicts WiLay has better performance
than other methods in all cases. The crucial reason is that the
WiLay voting algorithm maintains the motion information of
all subcarriers, while others lead to much motion information
loss in the process of data dimension reduction.

3) IHL and HAR performance for SAs: To evaluate the
IHL accuracy rate of WiLay, the office is separated into nine
areas as shown in Fig.5(a) and each participant repeats 54
times for every SA except empty (standing and sitting) in one
area. Therefore, five volunteers totally offer 5 × 54 × 2 × 9
SA samples. Besides, Fig.8(b) shows the location accuracy
rates of WiLay in each area. We can observe that the average
accuracy rate of nine areas using DT achieves 96.34%, and
the average accuracy rate using kNN achieves 99.71%, which
means WiLay has particularly good performance in IHL. After
the location is determined, the specific SAs are recognized by
the kNN classifier accordingly. Specifically, Fig.8(c) depicts
the SA TPRs for the various subcarrier fusion approaches.
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We observe that WiLay achieves better performance than other
subcarrier fusion methods in all kinds of activities. Moreover,
SAs like stand has better recognition performance, whereas
sit has lower accuracy. This is possibly due to the relatively
larger body motion involvement in standing. Consequently,
more details of the target motion could be captured by CSI
measurement.

4) The Impact of NLOS paths on WiLay Performance:
Fig. 9 shows the performance of various algorithms under
different NLOS path impact. We can observe that NLOS paths
downgrade the performance of each algorithm, and the negative
effect is more significant for the path (NLOS-1), which is
farther away from the recognition AP. Nevertheless, WiLay can
always achieve the best performance in all paths. Since more
motion information is maintained due to the valid subcarrier
voting algorithms, WiLay is more robust to different NLOS
paths and positions.

IV. CONCLUSION

Location information is extremely meaningful for HAR.
However, the most existed works separate IHL and HAR and
only study one of them in a HAM system. In this paper,
we propose WiLay, a two-layer WiFi-based HAM system that
reasonably combines IHL and HAR to provide more integrated
information for HAM, and leverages the fine-grained informa-
tion with the commodity WiFi devices. Extensive experiments
with different types of motions are implemented in various
scenarios, and the results show that WiLay can achieve superior
performance on IHL accuracy rates and HAR TPRs over
existing approaches. For future works, we want to combine CSI
phases and amplitudes to achieve indoor location without pre-
segmentation to further enhance the robustness of the system
to position changes.
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